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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
June 15, 2018 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  So what has been the key for you this week putting together two really good 
rounds?  
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  I tried to change a little bit my swing like backswing a little bit.  First move, 
more longer because I was use too much hand and just use the hand too much. 
 
Q.  What was your approach going into this week? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  The approach? 
 
Q.  What was your, like, mindset coming in?  Missed a couple of cuts coming into this 
week, so what was your mindset? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Me and my caddie, we talk about -- talk a lot U.S. Open because we have 
a big chance make the cut in the last two hole, No. 8 we made an 8.  Made an 8 on par 3.  
So we talk a lot of shot, think about what we can do better, so we stay a lot patient with 
putting and short game. 
 
Q.  What gives you confidence in your game, like when you see putts going in or is it 
something in your swing?  Where does your confidence stem from? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  I think next week, this two days I putt very well and this green a little bit 
slow and you need stay a lot of patient because a lot of shot still need to trust yourself, trust 
you see and putt it. 
 
Q.  How does it feel to be playing so well? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  I don't feel (inaudible.)  I just kick my step like one by one and play, didn't 
think too much. 
 
Q.  What do you think about this golf course?  Do you like it? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Yeah, I like it.  This is my second year, so last year not very good.  Maybe 
this year I know how to play on this course more. 
 
Q.  Did you learn something just from last year playing? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Yeah, this course, the fairway not very wide so I can just in the fairway 
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and try to (inaudible.)  I need it in rough or something try to cover into the fairway. 
 
Q.  What are your favorite things to do off the golf course like week to week? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Eat good food and singing, yeah. 
 
Q.  Singing?  Anything in particular? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Particular, what's that?  Favorite? 
 
Q.  Like what's your favorite genre to sing?   
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Jay Chou and Chinese song.  Jay Chou.  
 
Q.  Do you do karaoke or anything like that? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Oh, no, but when I was young I play piano, but I can't play anymore.  
Already forget. 
 
Q.  Just singing now? 
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  No other instruments?  
 
PEIYUN CHIEN:  No. 
  


